Objectives of the Study

1. To identify the factors which are main factors of concern during project implementation time. This is creating severe bottleneck for construction point of view. Every project has got their special character which needs to be gathered from the project owner.

2. To identify the salient features of Himachal Pradesh Hydro Policy (Small Hydro domain in particular) which is attracting local and outside Pvt Players to take interest in doing business in Himachal Pradesh.

3. During mapping stage the small hydro projects from 1994 to 2016 from private sectors shall be gathered for getting the overall status in ground reality.

4. To explore the project details in various aspects like project component wise (Civil, Hydro Mechanical, Civil, Power Evacuation) project cost, sanction cost, Infra Cost, LADA (Local Area Development cost) cost, manpower cost, local expenditure in project site area, How much it has helped local area for School, Road, Restoration temple, Business, etc which are the direct project benefit of the project. The details are planned to gather from various sources (Primary and secondary Sources).

5. To evaluate the opinion from local people on the impact based on set of Questionnaire to find out the total investment flow into social sector by way of employment opportunity, business platform (Shops, Resorts, Restaurant, Training Shop, Market, Telephone/Xerox/Internet café, Tourist Facilitation centre, Business Mall, Fruit vegetable shop etc).

6. To evaluate the overall progress of cluster development from Financial, Economical, Social and Investment Angle.
7. The Data collected shall be cleaned properly and a baseline status report will be presented in due course.